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Consistent with our definition, we do not classify congestion as a
gray failure.
As confirmed by a survey we conducted (see §2.1), ISP operators
consider gray failures a major concern, and lack techniques to detect
and locate them. Indeed, they often become aware of gray failures
only when customers complain about the failure-induced packet
loss, which they end up troubleshooting for days or weeks.
The reason why existing techniques are ineffective is that detecting and localizing gray failures requires analyzing all the traffic.
Hello protocols such as BFD do not work because most gray failures
do not impact messages from these protocols. ISP monitoring tools,
such as NetFlow [22] or sFlow [36], do not help either: since they
rely on random packet sampling for scalability, they are unable to
support fine-grained traffic analyses (as also shown in [41]), which
would be needed to spot gray failures. Finally, mechanisms internal
to switches, such as deflection on drop [44], do not capture several
failure cases, including those where the drop flag is not correctly set
on packets because of memory corruption, and link-level failures.
Of course, gray failures are not specific to ISPs, and recent contributions have proposed gray failure detectors for data center
and cloud networks. Those detectors’ designs, however, do not
match the peculiarities of ISP networks: they either require control of end hosts [17, 23, 37, 40], assume low packet loss rates
and extremely high-speed interfaces between the control and data
planes (e.g., [31]), or require limited links delay and traffic volumes
(e.g., [44]). We review the unsuitability of recent related work and
simple system designs in §2.

ABSTRACT
Avoiding packet loss is crucial for ISPs. Unfortunately, malfunctioning hardware at ISPs can cause long-lasting packet drops, also
known as gray failures, which are undetectable by existing monitoring tools.
In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of
FANcY, an ISP-targeted system that detects and localizes gray failures quickly and accurately. FANcY complements previous monitoring approaches, which are mainly tailored for low-delay networks
such as data center networks and do not work at ISP scale. We
experimentally confirm FANcY’s capability to accurately detect
gray failures in seconds, as long as only tiny fractions of traffic
experience losses. We also implement FANcY in an Intel Tofino
switch, demonstrating how it enables fine-grained fast rerouting.
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Vision. We aim at designing an accurate and fast gray failure detector for ISPs. Similar to BFD, the immediate application of such
a detector would be to support selective fast rerouting on gray failures – i.e., rerouting traffic only for the disrupted traffic, as fast as
possible. We also envision that in the future, a gray failure detector
may assist operators in finding the root cause of gray failures, and
enable new control- and data-plane applications, such as automated
failure repair through ad-hoc forward error correction mechanisms
or hardware reconfiguration (e.g., [43]).

1 INTRODUCTION
Avoiding packet loss is so critical to ISPs that research and industry
efforts focus increasingly on ensuring minimal downtime upon
failures (e.g., [26, 32, 39]). A major result of past efforts is that hard
failures affecting all packets crossing a link or node are typically
detected and dealt with quickly thanks to the BFD protocol [28].
In practice, however, malfunctioning hardware often causes
packet losses only for subsets of packets sent over a link. Table 1
(further discussed in §2.2) shows representative examples of device
bugs in this category. Additional examples include misplaced line
cards and bent or dirty fibers [46].
In this paper, we call gray failure any hardware malfunction that
causes non-transient packet loss on a subset of the traffic forwarded
by any packet-forwarding device – which we generally call a switch.

Problem statement. We focus on the following question:
Can we build an ISP-targeted system able to detect and
localize intra-domain gray failures in seconds?
By localizing we mean identifying both the switch port suffering
from a gray failure and the affected traffic. Note that our problem
statement does not directly target root cause analysis, nor automated remedies to the detected failures.
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FANcY. We present FANcY, a gray failure detector tailored to ISPs.
FANcY relies on an inter-switch protocol enabling data planes to
synchronize packet counters and detect packet losses by comparing
the values of those counters. Counters provide the minimal information needed to localize gray failures; frequently exchanging them
provides detection speed and scalability (e.g., consumed memory).
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to control plane

Real examples of unwanted traffic drops affecting. . .
. . . some packets

. . . all packets

. . . one or some
IP prefixes

Neighbor Solicitation [10]
or BGP [9] packets

Packets sent from
a specific line card [1]
Specific IP prefixes [3]

. . . all IP prefixes

With specific sizes [2]
With IP ID field 0xE000 [4]
With wrong CRC [7, 8]

Traffic on
certain ports [6, 12]
Interface flaps [11, 13]

Gray failure on Wed 01:13 AM
[@switch1-eth2] 1.0/8: 10% loss

to control plane

[@switch1-eth2] 5.0/8: 1% loss

Switch

data-plane applications
fine-grained
fast rerouting

APP 1

…

APP N

Table 1: Representative examples of gray failures plaguing major
routing devices (from Cisco and Juniper bug reports).
input: monitoring requirements
high priority: 1.0/8, 2.1/16, …
best effort: 2.8/16, 5.0/8, …

Figure 1 shows FANcY’s interface, and its role within our envisioned in-network reaction approach. As input, FANcY takes the
specification of which entries the operator or the applications using
FANcY are interested in monitoring, and the memory budget per
switch. Every time FANcY detects packet drops induced by a gray
failure, it flags the entries and ports affected by the failure.
In FANcY, an entry indicates a subset of the header space defined by a match rule on packets. For example, Figure 1 shows
that operators can specify destination prefixes as entries, which
would be reasonable if they aim to support selective fast rerouting
in destination-based routed networks. We however remark that
future applications can dynamically define the entries monitored
by FANcY, for example, for root cause analyses – e.g., to assess
losses per packet size or per value of specific IP fields.
Since fundamental limits constrain how many entries can be
monitored with the limited memory available on switches, FANcY
offers two levels of accuracy for entries to be monitored: high
priority, and best effort. Each high priority entry is tracked with a
dedicated counter. Best effort entries are collectively monitored with
a hash-based tree. Contrary to existing sketches, the hash-based
tree stores aggregated counters without compressing information,
and is explored in hardware, at runtime, to identify faulty entries,
in-switch and at line rate. FANcY’s interface, for example, allows
operators to monitor all destination prefixes, while also maximizing
accuracy and reactivity for the ones driving most Internet traffic,
which are typically few [38]; we assume this to be a common goal
for ISP operators. If operators want to monitor a more limited set
of entries, they can also specify all entries as high priority. The
system returns an error, if the set of high-priority entries cannot
be supported with the memory budget specified in input.
We implement FANcY in ns-3 [16], and evaluate its ability to
capture gray failures through extensive simulations. Since FANcY is
traffic-driven, we first assess the minimal traffic requirements that
allow it to quickly and accurately localize failures. Our experiments
indicate that those requirements are quite minimal for ISPs’ traffic.
We then experiment with real traffic traces, and confirm FANcY’s
potential to work well in real ISPs. Results indeed show that FANcY
is able to detect and localize gray failures unless they cause loss of
tiny amounts of traffic: as such, they confirm that FANcY would
protect the vast majority of ISPs’ traffic.
We also implement a prototype of FANcY in P4, and deploy it to
an Intel Tofino switch. We use this implementation to demonstrate
that FANcY enables sub-second selective fast rerouting. Combined
together, FANcY and the rerouting application built on top of it

output: mismatching entries
high priority
best effort

switch memory: 1 MB

FANcY

Figure 1: High-level view of a FANcY switch.

take significantly fewer resources than reference P4 applications
such as switch.p4. The source code of our FANcY implementations
is available at https://github.com/nsg-ethz/FANcY.

2

GRAY FAILURES IN ISP NETWORKS

We now detail why detecting and localizing gray failures in ISPs is
a practically relevant, open research problem.

2.1

What do ISP network operators say?

We conducted an anonymous survey (in accordance with the directives of our university’s institutional review board) amongst
operators on the NANOG mailing list. The vast majority (80%) of
the 46 respondents operate a WAN.
ISPs suffer from gray failures operators care about. Gray failures are an actual problem for ≈90% of the operators. Among those,
13% need to diagnose gray failures every day, 46% at least once
a month, and 73% at least once every half a year. Several operators acknowledge that they typically investigate gray failures in
response to customers’ complaints. Though alarming, these figures
likely underestimate the actual number of gray failures occurring
in ISPs. Indeed, 74% of the operators indicate that they do not use
any gray failure detector, implicitly confirming that they do not
have practical tools for it. Hence, many (if not most) gray failures
likely go unnoticed even when they do affect some customer traffic.
ISP operators struggle to diagnose gray failures. Operators are
overwhelmingly clear: when discovered, gray failures are difficult,
time consuming, and frustrating to debug. Such a process takes
hours for 35% of the operators, days for 20%, and weeks for another
20% of the operators. This is partially motivated by the lack of tools
to localize gray failures. Indeed, the most common approach to
troubleshoot them consists of manually dismissing assumptions one
by one. Since gray failures tend to be hardware-specific, operators
often need to involve vendors in this process, which slows things
down even more. Worse yet, many gray failures are never diagnosed,
e.g., because they appear intermittently.
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LossRadar requirements

What is the impact of gray failures in ISPs?

To understand how gray failures happen in practice, we analyze
hardware bug reports published by Cisco and Juniper, the two
largest routing vendors in the ISP market. We find more than 150
bugs resulting in gray failures.
We classify gray failures according to (i) the affected forwarding
entries (i.e., all or some IP prefixes); and (ii) the dropped traffic
(all or some packets per affected entry). Our classification focuses
on the effects of the gray failures (i.e., what is dropped, which is
visible to operators), rather than their causes (i.e., why packets are
dropped, which usually known by vendors only).
Table 1 lists representative examples of gray failures for each
class. It shows that gray failures come in all shapes and forms, some
leading to complete blackholes while others induce drops of very
specific packets only (i.e., affecting one or a few entries).
Our survey (§2.1) confirms that our classification is representative: operators state that they have observed at least one gray
failure of each type.

2.3

Average loss rate
Switch

Metric

100 Gbps
32 ports

memory size∗

400 Gbps
64 ports
∗
†

0.1%

memory

read speedup†

0.3%

× 0.21 × 0.42 × 0.63

read speedup† × 0.7
size∗

0.2%

× 1.7
× 3.7

1%
× 2.1

× 1.4

× 1.9

× 4.5

× 3.4
× 6.6

× 5.1
× 9.5

× 16.9
× 29.5

LossRadar req. memory / memory available per hardware stage
LossRadar req. read speed / available hardware read speed

Table 2: Even for registers’ (64 bits) and packets’ (1500 B) sizes minimizing memory reading time, LossRadar exceeds the capabilities of
state-of-the-art switches (see red numbers ).

0.15% in 100 Gbps switches with 32 ports. Loss Radar limitations
worsen for higher bandwidth.
Note that switches’ memory size and reading speed constraints
limit the options available to sketch-based approaches: extracting
measurements less frequently requires larger data structures, which
however exacerbate hardware limitations. For example, in Loss
Radar, gathering IBFs less frequently is counter-productive because
it requires increasing their sizes to deal with the higher number
of packets lost during larger intervals for the same loss rate; yet,
larger IBFs further reduce the loss rates detectable by Loss Radar.
Our results show that Loss Radar fundamentally cannot detect
gray failures efficiently within current and future ISPs, unless a
major technological breakthrough enables switches to support significantly more memory and read it much faster than today. Other
sketches may make a more parsimonious use of switches’ memory,
but they are likely to suffer similar scalability limitations with respect to the tracked traffic. In addition, a recent study [35] shows
that all sketch-based solutions have a significant accuracy drop (up
to 94×) compared to theoretical expectations due to the delays in
retrieving the data plane state. Those limitations lead us to design
an in-switch failure detection system.

Why is prior work not applicable?

We now discuss why prior gray failure detection approaches do not
work in ISPs, and motivate the need for a new in-switch design.
Controller-centric approaches do not scale to ISPs. The most
straightforward controller-centric approach is to mirror traffic to
the controller, and let it compute packet differences between consecutive hops. However, such a naive approach is not practical in
ISPs, since it inflates the network load proportionally to the number
of links per path, and requires the centralized system to potentially
process an aggregate rate of hundreds of Tbps of traffic.
Recent work has explored more practical packet mirroring options, such as truncating copied packets [24] or mirroring specific
subsets of packets only [41, 45]. Despite these efforts, packet mirroring tends not to scale well with respect to traffic: either (i) a few
flows are monitored accurately and quickly; or (ii) many flows are
monitored but slowly; or (iii) most flows are monitored inaccurately.
An alternative to packet mirroring is instructing switches to store
measurements in sketches, which are compressed data structures
extracted, decompressed, and processed by a centralized controller.
For detecting and localizing gray failures, however, switches cannot
arbitrarily compress measurements, but must enable controllers to
reconstruct traffic at per-entry or per-packet granularity – which
most of the sketches proposed in previous work (e.g. [27, 29, 30,
33, 34, 42]) do not do. This need prevents the data structures maintained in the switches from being arbitrarily small. In turn, reading
values from relatively large sketches takes too much time for failure
detection to be fast and practical for ISPs.
As an illustration, we consider Loss Radar [31], one of the few
sketch-based systems able to detect gray failures. Loss Radar uses
in-switch Invertible Bloom Filters (IBFs) to track XORs of packets:
by comparing differences between the IBFs of consecutive switches,
the controller tries to reconstruct the headers of packets lost at each
hop. To ensure quick failure detection and limit IBFs’ sizes, IBFs
must be extracted very often (i.e., every 10 ms).
Table 2 shows the results of measurements we performed on a
state-of-the-art switch: current switches do not read memory fast
enough for Loss Radar to support average loss rates higher than

Existing in-switch designs are not suitable for our goals. Two
techniques have recently been proposed to detect failures within
switches: Blink [26] and NetSeer [44].
Blink [26] focuses on failures affecting all the flows crossing a
failed link. It selects a small number of flows (e.g., 64) per prefix,
and checks if the majority of them retransmits within a 800 ms
window. Blink fundamentally cannot detect a gray failure that does
not affect the majority of the flows crossing a link: in those cases,
Blink simply does not monitor enough affected flows. For cases in
which Blink could select more than 32 affected flows, gray failures
increase the likelihood that retransmissions are spread over time,
beyond 800 ms windows, since only a subset of the packets is lost,
which would again prevent Blink from detecting the failure.
Extending Blink to detect gray failures is also challenging as (i)
monitoring more flows is impractical, given switches’ computational and memory resources; and (ii) inferring failures from the
retransmissions of fewer flows would lead to many false positives.
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NetSeer requirements

2.4

Required Memory (MB)

500
400

64-ports x 100 Gbps
64-ports x 200 Gbps
64-ports x 400 Gbps

300
200
100
0
100 us

What about simple designs?

An outcome of §2.3 is that a gray failure detector for ISPs should
work in-switch, and neither sample flows nor keep per-packet
information. At a glance, it may seem that we can use simple designs
matching those constraints by just exploiting the ability of switches
to count packets. Unfortunately, this is not the case.
First, we cannot count traffic at per-link granularity: this simply
does not provide enough information to localize the failure. Also,
we cannot sample traffic to count; otherwise, gray failures affecting
small fractions of traffic would probabilistically take a long, possibly
indefinite time to be even detected. Similarly, we cannot count traffic
only for some entries because gray failures can impact one or a few
entries that we do not know in advance – see Table 1.
Conceptually, we instead need to count all packets for each entry.
Once again, however, simply having one counter per entry does not
work in ISPs, as it exceeds the memory available on the switches’
hardware. For example, if we consider entries to be IPv4 prefixes,
covering the Internet routing table with 32 bits per counter would
require about 512 MB on a 64-port switch.
In §3, we describe the design that we propose to scale per-entry
packet counters. Such a design also addresses practical challenges,
including how to distinguish gray failures from transient drops
(e.g., congestion-induced), and how to ensure that switches count
the same packets with the same counters.

1 ms
10 ms
100 ms
Inter-Switch Link Latency (log scale)

Figure 2: Total memory per switch required by NetSeer to detect and
localize gray failures.

NetSeer [44] is an in-switch system designed to detect a variety of events, including gray failures, in data center networks. It
includes mechanisms to identify packet drops internal to switches
(e.g., caused by congestion), as well as an inter-switch protocol for
detecting the most general class of gray failures.
While NetSeer keeps working for internal losses correctly logged
by switches, it struggles to detect many gray failures in ISPs, because of the design of its inter-switch protocol. Indeed, in the NetSeer’s inter-switch protocol, each switch stores a signature of sent
packets in a buffer, and receives NACKs from neighbors whenever
any such packet is lost. Fundamentally, NetSeer’s packet buffers
have limited size, and in ISPs, they are likely to be overridden before
NACKs are received, because of ISPs’ traffic volume and link delays.
Whenever this happens, we say that NetSeer is not operational,
since it has no visibility on losses per entry and therefore cannot
localize the corresponding gray failures.
Figure 2 shows that NetSeer is not operational in the most common ISP settings, where traffic per link exceeds 100 Gbps and link
latency is on the order of milliseconds – the operator survey we conducted confirms those numbers. Results in the figure are computed
analytically, and confirmed by experiments we perform in ns-3. In
contrast to the hundreds of MBs required by NetSeer to be operational on ISP links, memory available to in-switch applications tends
to be in the order of few MBs. Indeed, current switches offer about
12-15 MB of memory per pipeline, with 4-8 pipelines in total [5].
For each pipeline, however, the available memory is split across the
pipeline’s stages [19, 25], meaning that an in-switch application
is in practice constrained by the maximum per-stage memory. In
addition, per-pipeline per-stage memory is shared across all inswitch applications, further reducing the memory available to each
application.
Note that NetSeer’s limitations also do not seem to be easy to fix
in the future. In fact, traffic forwarded by ISPs is expected to increase
over the years at a much faster pace than hardware resources (e.g.,
memory) in switches. This trend would make NetSeer less and less
suitable for future ISPs.

3

FANCY OVERVIEW

Given the input entries to monitor and memory budget as shown in
Figure 1, FANcY switches allocate one dedicated entry for each highpriority entry, while best-effort entries are collectively monitored
through one hash-based tree.
FANcY works at a per-link granularity, reporting losses separately for each switch port. To detect and localize gray failures
affecting input entries, each upstream FANcY switch sending packets to a downstream FANcY switch establishes counting sessions
with the downstream, opening a new session as soon as the previous one is closed. During each counting session, the upstream
tags packets to be counted by the downstream with an identifier
of the counter to be increased, so that both switches consistently
count the same subset of packets with the same counters. At the
end of each session, the downstream sends back its counters to
the upstream, which compares the counters and immediately after,
starts a new session. When it detects discrepancies between its
counters and the downstream ones, the upstream switch flags the
mismatching counters by populating local registers.
FANcY counters are carefully positioned to avoid recording
packet loss due to congestion. Within any switch, congestion typically occurs at the traffic manager (TM), which implements the
actual switching logic – i.e., redirecting packets from the ingress
pipeline to the configured egress pipeline. In FANcY, packets are
therefore counted after the TM of the upstream switch and before
the TM of the downstream one.
We design FANcY’s counting protocol to be resilient to packet
loss while also using minimal memory on switches. To provide good
accuracy for best-effort entries, we rely on a zooming algorithm
that allows switches’ data planes to dynamically explore hash-based
trees at runtime. This reduces FANcY’s memory consumption on
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Figure 3: Finite state machines run on any pair of upstream (left)
and downstream (right) FANcY switches.
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switches, thus allowing each switch to maintain counting sessions
with all its downstream switches. We detail the design of FANcY
internals in §4, and we delve into its accuracy, speed, and resource
consumption in §5 and §6.

4

check

report

idle

FANCY INTERNALS

We now describe the most important FANcY components: the counting protocol (§4.1), the hash-based tree data structure (§4.2), and
the system interface and deployment (§4.3).

4.1

wait
timer

Figure 4: Time sequence diagram showing the implementation of a
counting session with FANcY state machines.

Counting protocol
from the downstream switch, and it keeps retransmitting Start (resp.
Stop) messages if it does not receive responses before a timeout.
At any time, FANcY’s counting protocol requires storing a single
set of counters, for the current session, at both the upstream and
downstream switches. Its downside is that counting is stopped
when control messages are exchanged. We make this choice because
FANcY focuses on systematic packet drops (e.g., see Table 1), and
hence stopping counting for short times may affect detection speed,
but does not prevent us from detecting gray failures, as §5 confirms.
An important parameter of FANcY’s counting protocol is the
frequency of counters’ exchanges. This parameter influences the
accuracy, the detection speed and the overhead in terms of additional traffic generated by FANcY. We discuss reasonable counters’
exchange frequency values in §5.

When designing FANcY’s counting protocol, we need to balance
accuracy (i.e., how often we count packets), reliability (i.e., how to
guarantee that counters are successfully exchanged), and scalability
(i.e., how much memory is needed on switches). We first show that
maximizing accuracy leads to high memory consumption and suboptimal reliability. This motivates us to trade some accuracy for
much better reliability and scalability.
Strawman: continuous counting with in-packet session IDs.
Ideally, we would like to continuously count all the packets at the
upstream and downstream switches. To do so, the upstream can tag
packets with a session ID, and start a new session by just changing
the packets’ tag. Upon receiving a packet with a different tag, the
downstream would then send its counters back to the upstream.
Unfortunately, this simple approach requires the upstream switch
to allocate memory for two sets of counters, respectively for the
current and previous sessions. The upstream indeed has to wait for
the counters from the downstream switch before it can check for
packet drops in the previous session. In addition, the above protocol
does not achieve reliability. If a counter sent by the downstream is
lost, all the measurements for that session are also lost – i.e., a link
cannot be monitored if a failure affects the reverse direction of the
traffic. To ensure reliability across k sessions, both the upstream and
the downstream must then keep k − 1 historical counters’ values,
and consume k times the memory required for a single session.

FANcY Finite State Machines (FSMs). FANcY switches implement its counting protocol by running FSMs directly in the switches’
hardware. We now detail FANcY’s FSMs. We further describe the
implementation and evaluation of those FSMs within an Intel Tofino
switch in §6 and Appendix B.
Let A be an upstream switch, and B be the downstream one.
To detect losses of packets sent by A to B, A implements FANcY’s
sender FSM, while B runs the receiver FSM. Figure 3 displays both
FSMs, and Figure 4 illustrates how the FSMs transition from one
state to another during a typical counting session.
To start a new counting session, A resets all its counters for the
A → B link, and sends a Start message to B. Since it is critical that
A and B start counting from the same packet, A then enters the
WaitACK state where it doesn’t increase any counter but waits for
an acknowledgement from B. When it receives a Start message, B
indeed resets its counters, and replies with a Start ACK message. If
after a given time Tr t x , A does not receive a Start ACK, it sends the

FANcY protocol. To achieve reliability with minimal memory,
FANcY adopts a protocol akin to stop-and-wait. In FANcY, every
counting session is opened by the upstream switch through a Start
control message, and closed after a Stop message. After sending a
Start (resp. Stop) message, the upstream switch waits for a Start
ACK (resp. Report, including the downstream counters) response
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Hash-based trees’ data structure. Figure 5 pictures a small hashbased tree as implemented in FANcY switches. Its nodes are fixedsize arrays of counters. Each counter is mapped to a specific set
of packets through hash functions. To better define which packets
increment which counters, we first introduce some terminology.
Any FANcY hash-based tree is a balanced k-ary tree, characterized by three parameters: width, depth, and split. For a given tree,
its width w is the number of counters per node, its depth d is the
length of any path from the tree’s root to a leaf, and its split k is the
number of children per node. For example, w = 4, d = 3, and k = 2
for the tree in Figure 5.
Every packet belonging to a best-effort entry maps to one counter
per tree’s level through a distinct hash function per level, as also
shown in Figure 5. Consider a counter c i . A packet p is mapped to
c i if and only if H j (p) = i, where H j is the hash function applied at
the level j to which c i belongs, and H j (p) is a value between 0 and
w − 1 obtained by applying H j to the fields of p used in p’s entry
(e.g., the destination address in destination-based routing).
We define the hash path of a packet as the list of counter IDs
the packet maps to, ordered from the root to the leaf. For instance,
[0, 2, 0] is the hash path of the packet shown in Figure 5.
Note that any sequence of counters at consecutive levels forms a
partial hash path, and corresponds to a number of entries inversely
proportional to the length of the sequence: the shorter the sequence,
the bigger the number of associated entries.

counter

w

0
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w

Figure 5: Example hash-based tree implemented within FANcY
switches: each node is an array of counters, and packets are mapped
to counters at each level through a level-specific hash function.

Start message to B again. If A does not receive responses from B
after X attempts (with X =5 by default), A reports a link failure.
After receiving a Start ACK, the sender FSM transitions to the
Counting state, where A counts and tags each packet it sends over
the A → B link. The first tagged packet received after the Start
message makes B transition to its own Counting state.
Packets are tagged by A and counted by B until A sends a Stop
message to B. At that point, A moves to the WaitCounter state until
it receives a Report message from B, with B’s counters.
A stop-and-wait approach, similar to the one implemented for
the session setup, is used to work around possible losses of Stop and
Report messages. In contrast to session opening, however, the downstream switch does not send the Response message immediately
after receiving the Stop one. Upon receiving such a message, the
receiver FSM indeed transitions to the WaitToSendCounter state,
where it can keep counting tagged packets for a short time interval
Twait . This timeout accounts for delayed or reordered packets. In
theory, it should not be possible for packets to be reordered if they
follow the exact same path from the sender FSM to the receiver one
– e.g., if A and B are neighbors. We keep the WaitToSendCounter
state in the receiver FSM to avoid making assumptions on the path
from A to B.
We note that our FSMs can be easily extended to synchronize
and exchange arbitrary state across switches. Indeed, exchanging
information other than packet counters only requires to tweak the
semantics that switches associate to packet tags, and adjust the
content of the Report messages.

4.2

FANcY zooming algorithm. To detect best-effort entries affected
by a failure, this algorithm incrementally builds partial hash paths
of increasing length for counters affected by a failure. At every
iteration, the algorithm indeed increases by one the length of the
partial hash path affected by packet loss, and hence it reduces the
set of candidate failed entries.
Consider a pair of FANcY switches. Assume for now that the
switches maintain trees of split 1, as shown in Figure 6.
In the absence of losses, the two switches only update root-level
counters. During each counting session, the upstream switch tags
every packet with the index of the counter to which the packet
maps according to the root-level hash function, and the root-level
counters are consistently updated on both switches, as displayed
in Figure 6a. At the end of the session, if no drops have happened,
the upstream switch detects the congruence of its counters with
the downstream ones, and starts a new session.
Suppose now that a gray failure occurs. At the end of the session,
the upstream switch checks its counters against the downstream
ones. If it detects mismatches for more than half of the counters, it
flags the failure as a uniform random one – i.e., “localizing” it to all
entries. Otherwise, the switch computes the root-level counter c i
with the maximal difference between the local and the downstream
values.1 In the following session, the upstream switch then tags
packets if and only if they hash to c i , effectively zooming in the set
of entries with the highest drop rate.
Packet tags carry information about the hash path of the counters
packets map to. This way, the downstream switch knows which

Hash-based trees

FANcY hash-based trees are a generalization of Bloom filters. Each
tree level stores counters associated with a subset of best-effort
entries. Counters at higher levels of the tree map to larger sets of
entries, while the tree’s leaves map to one or few entries. A Bloom
filter can then be seen as a hash-based tree with only one level.
We use this generalization in order to achieve both accuracy and
scalability, at the cost of reducing the detection speed by a factor
proportional to the number of levels in the tree. For a large number
of entries, Bloom filters either have a large memory footprint, or are
subject to collisions and hence false positives. We sidestep from this
memory-accuracy tradeoff by instructing the switches to explore
hash-based trees at runtime, zooming in counters at lower levels
when a failure is detected for counters at higher levels.

1 Selecting

the counter with maximum losses is instrumental to prioritize failure detection for most traffic. We however envision that future FANcY implementations can
take operators’ policies into account at this step.
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Figure 6: Illustration of the zooming algorithm on hash-based trees of width 4, depth 3 and split 1.

packets to count and which counters to increase without having to
hash packets consistently with the upstream. In our example, after
detecting a mismatch on counter c i , the upstream would therefore
tag every packet that maps to c i with the path [i, m], where i is the
index of c i in the root-level node and m is the index of the secondlevel counter cm to which the packet is mapped – see Figure 6b.
The above procedure is repeated until a leaf node is reached.
At that point, FANcY reports a failure for every mismatching leaf
counter (see Figure 6c). This, for example, enables the upstream
switch to immediately start rerouting packets whose hash path
corresponds to any of those counters.
Note that FANcY technically detects a failure when it starts
zooming in any root-level counter, but reports the failure only after
reaching the tree’s leaves in order to increase accuracy.
For multi-entry failures, FANcY adopts a pipelining approach
that increases failure detection speed. To achieve that, it simultaneously zooms in counters at different levels of the tree. Consider, for
example, a failure that affects two root-level counters c 1 and c 2 . At
the end of the first counting session after the failure, the upstream
switch observes packet losses on both c 1 and c 2 , and selects the
one with the maximum packet difference, say c 1 . In the following
session, the upstream then instructs the downstream to populate
counters at the second level of the tree for packets hashing to c 1 in
addition to increasing root-level counters. At the end of this second
session, the upstream observes again packet loss for both c 1 and c 2 .
Since it is already zooming in c 1 , it starts zooming in c 2 this time.
So, in the third session, the upstream and downstream increase
root-level counters for all the packets, second-level counters for
packets hashing to c 2 , and third-level counters for packets hashing
to c 1 and the second-level counter with the maximum mismatch in
the previous session.
A generalized version of the above algorithm is used in trees with
split k > 1. At the end of every counting session, the generalized
algorithm zooms in k mismatching counters rather than only one.
In the presence of multi-entry failures, the algorithm therefore
can explore in parallel up to k hash paths per counting session,
and hence supports the simultaneous exploration of k d−1 different
paths in d counting sessions.
Additional properties and analyses of the tree’s parameters when
used in combination with the above zooming algorithm are reported
in Appendix A.

4.3

Practical considerations

We now describe how FANcY design is instantiated.
Input translation. FANcY switches first allocate one dedicated
counter for each input high-priority entry. Each of those counters occupies 80 bits in total (both at upstream and downstream),
including the required state for the counting protocol.
Switches then dimension the hash-based tree based on the input
memory minus the amount consumed by dedicated counters. Each
node of the tree requires at each side of the session 32 bits times
the width of the tree, plus 88 bits to support the counting protocol
and the zooming algorithm. Appendix B provides more details.
The question then is how to decide the width, depth, and split of
the tree, which also influences the number of nodes. We analyze the
impact of those parameters on the system performance performing
a sensitivity analysis based on CAIDA traffic traces (see Appendix D). Our analysis indicates that setting split to 2 and depth to 3
provides a good tradeoff between memory consumption, accuracy,
and detection speed. Hence, our FANcY implementation uses those
values, and adjusts the tree’s width on the basis of the available
memory. ISP operators can customize FANcY’s trees by applying a
similar analysis on their networks’ traffic traces.
FANcY returns an error if the memory needed for dedicated
counters and hash-based tree with the above parameters’ values
exceeds the input memory.
Output. FANcY uses two additional data structures to flag the entries affected by packet loss: a 1-bit register array with one register
for each dedicated counter, and a 2-register Bloom filter associated
with the hash-based tree. When mismatching values are detected
for a dedicated counter, the corresponding register in the 1-bit array
is updated. When a counter in the hash-based tree reports a failure,
the hash path for that counter is stored in the Bloom filter.
Deployment. FANcY is designed to be deployed at every switch,
so that it can monitor all links, one by one; this maximizes accuracy
of failure detection and localization.
We however note that FANcY keeps working when deployed at
remote switches. In this case, FANcY is able to detect gray failures
on the path between the two switches2 , although losing the ability to precisely pinpoint the failure location along the path. This
enables practical use cases in partial and incremental FANcY deployments. For example, if deployed at the border switches exchanging
high volumes of traffic, FANcY provides support for near real-time
2 Note

that systematic failures can be distinguished from congestion even in partial
deployments of FANcY by monitoring queue sizes on all devices, and discarding all
measurements collected during periods where queue sizes were excessively long.
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detection of gray failures along the internal paths carrying most
traffic: no tool currently available to ISPs offers a similar capability.

EVALUATION

We evaluate FANcY against its goal of detecting and localizing
gray failures accurately, quickly and scalably. Since FANcY is a
data-driven solution, its accuracy and detection speed depend on
the amount of traffic it receives for the entries affected by gray
failures. We therefore assess FANcY’s performance depending on
the packet loss rate per disrupted entry. We do not compare against
gray failure detectors proposed in previous work because they are
incompatible with the network characteristics of ISPs, as already
detailed in §2.3.
To evaluate FANcY, we simulate different gray failures and measure FANcY’s accuracy and speed to localize each of them. We use
synthetic traffic to quantify the minimal requirements for FANcY
to properly work (§5.1), and CAIDA traces [21] to evaluate the
system-wide performance on real traffic (§5.2). Finally, we analytically assess FANcY’s scalability in terms of traffic overhead (§5.3).
In our evaluation, we consider a 64-port FANcY switch which
is given the following input: high-priority entries covering the
500 prefixes driving the most traffic, best-effort entries for all the
remaining traffic, and memory of 1.25 MB (i.e., 20KB per port).
Accordingly, FANcY uses 500 dedicated counters and a hash-based
tree of depth 3, split 2, and width 190.
When evaluating FANcY’s accuracy, we mainly refer to its true
positive rate (TPR), which is defined as the fraction of the correctly
identified failed entries. Hence, the TPR measures FANcY’s ability
to detect and localize failures. We focus on the TPR because the true
negatives are the complement of the true positives in our case, and
the false positives (i.e., entries detected as failed despite they are
not) do not depend on traffic conditions. Indeed, the false positive
rate (FPR) is always zero for any dedicated counter. Also, for the
hash-based tree, the FPR depends on the probability that multiple
entries are stored in the same leaf node, and one of them experiences
losses, otherwise is zero too. This probability is a function of the
tree’s width and depth (as detailed in Appendix A), and is very low
for reasonably dimensioned trees. In fact, for traffic extracted from
CAIDA traces, the average number of FANcY’s false positives is 1.1
(resp., 0.59) for 100% (resp., 1%) packet loss in the challenging case
of 100 entries failing at the same time.
We measure FANcY’s detection speed as the difference between
the time a gray failure is introduced in an experiment and the time
FANcY localizes it. Note that this is slightly unfair to FANcY as it
may have to wait some time before a packet affected by the failure
is received, especially if the corresponding entry drives little traffic,
or the gray failure has a low packet drop rate per entry.
To show that FANcY works in large ISPs, we set the inter-switch
delay to 10 ms in all the experiments. We also experiment with
lower link delays, for which FANcY’s accuracy slightly increases for
low-drop scenarios, and failure localization speeds up. For example,
for 1 ms links, detection speed doubles for dedicated counters, and
increases by ≈ 15% for hash-based trees.
Experiments in this section are packet-level simulations performed with ns-3 [16]. Simulated networks are composed by nodes
running our software implementation of FANcY– i.e., ≈ 8,000 lines
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Figure 7: Accuracy and detection speed of dedicated counters for
different gray failures and traffic volumes.

of C++ code implementing a custom ns-3 switch that closely mimics
all the data-plane components (parsers, ingress, egress, metadata
fields, etc.) of a P4 switch.

5.1

Benchmarking FANcY

First, we experimentally show that FANcY requires an amount of
traffic per entry which is realistic to assume in ISP networks.
We are especially interested in the minimum amount of traffic
needed for FANcY to detect different types of failures. We, therefore,
evaluate FANcY’s accuracy and speed for synthetically generated
traffic of increasing size: in separate experiments, we generate
traffic with a different number of TCP flows per second and bitrate
per flow. All simulated flows have a duration of ≈1 second in the
absence of losses, and a retransmission timeout of 200 ms. Of course,
failures can significantly increase the duration of flows.
Within the first two seconds of each experiment, we simulate
a failure by instructing a switch to drop a certain percentage of
packets for some or all entries. We then run each experiment for 30
seconds. When we do not detect any failure across all the repetitions
of an experiment, we report a TPR of 0 and a detection time of 30
seconds. We repeat every experiment 10 times, randomly changing
flows’ starting and failure times.
In the following, we first consider gray failures affecting a subset
of entries monitored by FANcY, such as in the cases shown in the
first row of Table 1. We do so separately for the dedicated counters
(§5.1.1) and the hash-based tree (§5.1.2). We then evaluate FANcY’s
performance upon failures affecting all entries (§5.1.3), such as linklevel problems or bugs exemplified in the second row of Table 1.
5.1.1 Dedicated counters. We assess performance of dedicated
counters by simulating single-entry failures only, because those
counters work independently from each other.
We first evaluate the impact of the exchange frequency of counters. In principle, such a frequency may affect FANcY’s accuracy
because packet losses are not detected when counting sessions
are opened and closed. Our simulations, however, indicate that
FANcY’s accuracy is not significantly impacted unless counters
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Entry Size Rank

are exchanged extremely often. Accuracy results are indeed very
similar whenever counters’ exchange frequency ranges between 50
and 100 ms. This also means that the counters’ exchange frequency
just affects overhead and detection speed: increasing the exchange
frequency speeds up failure detection but increases the overhead.
Hereafter, we report results for a frequency value of 50 ms.
We now focus on the FANcY’s performance for different traffic
volumes and loss rates, mostly referring to Figure 7.

15
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10 ms
50 ms
100 ms
200 ms

5

100

Accuracy. As displayed in the left part of Figure 7, FANcY’s dedicated counters detect almost all gray failures whenever the induced packet drop rate is ≥1%, or the affected entries drive at least
500 Kbps of traffic.
Accuracy decreases for very low drop rates (e.g., 0.1%) of entries
attracting little traffic (≈100 Kbps or less). However, this is not
an intrinsic limitation of FANcY, but mostly an artifact of our
experiments. Indeed, very few packets are generated during these
experiments, and chances are low that any packet is dropped if the
loss rate is ≤0.1%. For example, in 80% of those experiments, no
packet is actually dropped during the 30 seconds of the experiment.
Only in the remaining 20% of the cases at least one packet is dropped.
In those latter cases, FANcY fails to detect simulated failures because
packets are dropped while FANcY closes a counting session or opens
a new one. In real deployments, operators can reduce those cases by
decreasing the counters’ exchange frequency, which would trade
detection speed for higher accuracy in very low drop-rate scenarios.

Zooming
Zooming
Zooming
Zooming

75

50
Loss Rate (%)

10 0.1

Figure 8: Minimum entry size for which FANcY has a TPR ≥95% for
different zooming speeds. The y axis ranks entries according to the
traffic they drive: lower ranks correspond to smaller traffic.

We conclude that FANcY’s accuracy is not very sensitive to the
tree’s zooming speed between 50 ms and 200 ms. In the following,
we show the results obtained using 200 ms as zooming speed, as it
matches the typical value of TCP flows’ retransmission timeout. We
note that operators can fine-tune FANcY’s zooming speed according
to their specific requirements, as faster zooming speeds tend to
decrease detection time but also increase overhead.
We now focus on FANcY’s performance, comparing failures
affecting only one entry with those impacting 100 entries at the
same time. We refer to Figure 9.
Accuracy. For single-entry failures, FANcY always identifies the
failed entry as long as the packet loss rate is higher than 10%. For
lower loss rates, FANcY’s accuracy worsens for low-traffic entries.
This is a direct consequence of our design: FANcY fully detects a
failure after observing packet loss in three consecutive counting
sessions, which becomes unlikely if it receives few failure-affected
packets. Indeed, in 97.5% of the experiments where FANcY fails to
detect simulated failures, at no time are packets dropped during
three consecutive counting sessions. We expect entries with those
characteristics to collectively account for a limited percentage of
real ISPs’ traffic (see also §5.2), which makes this limitation not
critical in real deployments.
For multi-entry failures, TPR values are consistent with those
for single-entry failures, as evident when comparing the left part
of Figure 9b with the left part of Figure 9a. TPR decreases only for
very low-traffic entries (e.g., 4-8 Kbps). For 80% of the runs in which
FANcY fails to detect failures, no packets are dropped during three
consecutive counting sessions – with packets lost while FANcY
zooms in another entry in the remaining 20% of the experiments.
Again, we expect entries attracting so little traffic to be not critical
for ISPs. Those results thus suggest that FANcY’s trees should be
able to cover the practically relevant entries in ISPs’ switches, even
for failures simultaneously affecting a hundred entries.

Detection speed. For dedicated counters, we expect a failure to
be detected just after the first post-failure counters’ exchange. The
right part of Figure 7 shows that this is the case as long as the failed
entries drive enough traffic (e.g., at least 500 Kbps). In fact, the
top-left part of the right heatmap shows that the average detection
time is ≈70 ms, which is approximately the counters’ exchange
frequency (50 ms) plus counting sessions’ opening and closing.
Results may look less intuitive in the bottom part of the heatmap,
where the average detection time increases to ≈600-1000 ms for
blackholes, and to several seconds for lower packet-drop rates.
Again, this does not directly depend on FANcY. Instead, packets
affected by a failure tend to appear some time after the failure is
introduced for low-traffic entries and low drop rates. For example, if
an entry drives one packet per second, on average the first packet for
that entry is received FANcY 500 ms after the failure is introduced.
5.1.2 Hash-based tree. Contrary to dedicated counters, the performance of hash-based trees generally depends on the number of
entries failing simultaneously. In fact, the detection of one failed entry may be delayed or even overlooked when FANcY zooms in the
counters for another entry. We therefore evaluate both single-entry
and multi-entry failure scenarios.
As the first step, we need to decide the duration of the counting
sessions, which we denote as zooming speed for brevity. To do
so, we measure the minimum prefix size required to get a TPR
of at least 95% when we vary the loss rate and zooming speed.
Results are plotted in Figure 8. All zooming speeds between 10
and 200 ms reach high TPR values, even for low loss rates (up to
0.1%), as long as the prefixes drive a reasonable amount of traffic.
Additionally, requirements on the traffic per entry are very similar
across zooming speeds higher than 50 ms.

Detection speed. FANcY is fast to detect failures of single entries
with a reasonable amount of traffic and high loss rates: as shown
by the right part of Figure 9a, single-entry failures are typically
detected in 680 ms, which roughly matches the lower bound of three
times the selected zooming speed (i.e., 200 ms). FANcY detection
slows down lower-traffic entries and low loss rates: for example,
it changes from sub-second to a few seconds for single entries
attracting ≤50 Kbps of traffic.
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Figure 9: Accuracy and detection speed of FANcY’s hash-based tree for different gray failures and traffic volumes.

Increasing the number of failed entries has a more significant
impact than the entry size. For 100-entry failures, the average detection time increases from 600 ms to about 5.3-5.7 seconds for
high-loss high-traffic entries. This increase is motivated by the fact
that FANcY zooms in a limited number of counters in each counting session – e.g., one root-level counter per session. This choice
enables FANcY to scale, but intrinsically degrades detection speed
for many-entry failures, which we believe are relatively uncommon. We also stress that for all the scenarios where FANcY has
high accuracy, the detection speed remains around 5-10 seconds,
which is significantly much faster than the days or weeks currently
needed by most operators.

Second, we assume that FANcY switches hold one forwarding entry for each /24 prefix observed in the trace (on average ≈250K),
because IP addresses in the traces are anonymized at the /24 prefix
granularity [14]. However, this assumption artificially inflates the
number of entries with little traffic, which are exactly the ones more
challenging for FANcY (see §5.1). As a reference, ≈ 60% (versus the
100% in our experiments) of the prefixes currently advertised in the
Internet are /24s, according to public BGP data [15].
We rely on CAIDA traces because we are not aware of better
publicly available ISP traffic traces. We however expect that in current ISPs and even more in future ones, FANcY’s performance be
better than the already good results it achieves in the below experiments because FANcY’s accuracy and speed generally improve
with higher traffic per entry – see also §5.1.

5.1.3 Uniform failures. We finally simulate failures affecting
all entries simultaneously, such as random packet losses over a
link, or bugs affecting all IP prefixes in Table 1. To be realistic, we
simulate a network with 100 Gbps links, and assign traffic to entries
mimicking a Zipf distribution. We experiment with packet loss rates
per entry between 100% and 0.1%.
In all our experiments, FANcY detects the introduced failures
and correctly identifies them as uniform random drops. Its average
detection time matches one zooming interval (200 ms). This is consistent with the procedure used in FANcY to detect uniform failures,
which is based on checking if the majority of root-level counters in
the hash-based tree have mismatching values (as detailed in §4).

5.2

Methodology. For each CAIDA trace, we assign a dedicated counter
to each of the 500 prefixes with the most bytes during the entire
trace (1h), mimicking an allocation based on historical data. Then,
we randomly select a 30-second slice from each trace. Note that the
prefixes carrying more traffic during each slice do not generally
coincide with those covered by dedicated counters.
We then implement a traffic generator that closely reproduces
any input slice. In the absence of failures, the generator re-injects
all the packets of each flow exactly when they appear in the slice,
preserving the bit rate, packet rate, and RTT of flows. The generator
relies on ns-3’s TCP implementation, enabling us to run closed-loop
experiments, with TCP sources reacting to packet losses.
We use each slice to perform experiments simulating the failure
of the top 10,000 prefixes (which carry ≥ 95% amount of the total
traffic in the entire trace), one by one, at a random time. For each
prefix and loss rate, we repeat the experiment 3 times, with the time
of the failure changing in each repetition. As for the simulations
in §5.1, there is no guarantee that packets for the failed entries are
actually dropped within the duration of the experiment, especially
for low drop rates.

FANcY on real traffic traces

We now evaluate FANcY on the CAIDA traces detailed in Appendix C. The goal is to assess the traffic coverage provided by the
whole system, combining the dedicated counters and hash-based
tree, when traffic per entry follows a realistic distribution.
We stress that CAIDA traces constitute a challenging test for
FANcY that we do not expect to be matched in real ISPs, for two
reasons. First, the overall traffic rate (4-6 Gbps) in CAIDA traces
is two orders of magnitude lower than typical rates in ISPs’ links.
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Loss
Rate

TPR
Bytes

Total

Dedicated

Hash-Tree

Detection
time

100%
75%
50%
10%
1%
0.1%

91.3%
96.0%
98.7%
96.5%
77.5%
56.6%

84.5%
90.9%
93.1%
72.8%
19.5%
5%

100%
100%
100%
100%
98.9%
86.7%

83.6%
90.3%
92.6%
71%
14.7%
0.1%

2.03s
2.59s
2.65s
4.96s
8.91s
6.29s

by one dedicated counter per entry is expected to be ≈4 times in
real ISPs holding the full BGP table (i.e., ≈900K prefixes).
We then consider two additional alternatives compatible with
FANcY’s memory usage. The first alternative is to allocate only
dedicated counters but without exceeding FANcY’s memory budget.
With 1.25 MB, we can allocate a maximum of 1,024 dedicated entries
per port. This approach is accurate and fast for the covered prefixes,
but detects no failure for any of the remaining ≈249K ones, which
carry ≈40% of the traffic in the considered CAIDA traces. As the
second alternative, we consider allocating all the memory to a
counting Bloom filter. The TPR of such a Bloom filter is largely
consistent with the single-counter approach. However, for each
detected single-entry failure, the Bloom filter reports ≈100 false
positives versus the ≈0.03 of FANcY. Once again, we expect that
the number of false positives for the Bloom filter solution be much
higher in real ISPs, where switches typically hold significantly
bigger routing tables.

Table 3: Average accuracy and detection speed of FANcY over four
CAIDA traces (see Appendix C).

FANcY’s performance. As shown in Table 3, FANcY detects between 91.3% and 98.7% of affected bytes in 2-5 seconds when the
loss rate is ≥10%. For the same failure scenarios, the TPR in terms
of detected entries is 72.8%-93.1%, a bit lower than the TPR in terms
of bytes: this happens because traffic per prefix is very skewed in
CAIDA traces.
For loss rates ≤1%, FANcY’s accuracy is significantly impacted
(5%-19.5%), mainly because the hash-based tree’s TPR decreases
sharply, in line with the results presented in §5.1. The main reason
for those low TPR rates is the lack of packet drops during three
consecutive counting sessions, which directly prevents FANcY’s
failure detection in ≈80% (resp., >99.8%) of the experiments with
a loss rate of 1% (resp., 0.1%). Those results further stress the importance of the hash-based tree in our design: FANcY covers only
56.6% of the bytes affected by failures when the tree’s TPR is close
to zero versus ≈ 99% when the tree’s TPR is high.
It may seem surprising that FANcY does not perform at best
when traffic is blackholed (100% loss rate). This is because FANcY
measures packet loss on the observed traffic, and a hard failure immediately slows down all the TCP flows, reducing all affected traffic
to just retransmissions. Namely, for each flow, FANcY receives the
first retransmission after the expiration of the TCP retransmission
timeout (typically 200 ms), and further retransmissions at exponentially increasing times. In other words, TCP congestion control
makes it more likely for FANcY not to receive packets for the failed
entries in three consecutive counting sessions, thus reducing the
tree’s TPR. In contrast, FANcY performs very well when the loss
rate is around 50%, where TCP reduces the flow rate much less
significantly and less abruptly.

Takeaways. Our results confirm FANcY’s ability to detect different
types of gray failures, covering the vast majority of the real-world
traffic, while also achieving a much better tradeoff between accuracy, speed, and scalability than simple designs.
We expect FANcY to perform significantly better when deployed
in actual ISPs. Indeed, CAIDA traces contain unrealistically low
traffic per entry with respect to current and future ISP settings – a
condition unfavorable to FANcY as already demonstrated in §5.1.
Results in this section are consistent with those for synthetic,
non-bursty traffic, described in §5.1. They also provide consistent
indications on the limits of FANcY: tiny failures of entries driving
little traffic tend to be very hard to detect with hash-based trees. If
operators want to protect specific entries from low loss rates, one
option within FANcY’s design is to specify them as high-priority
entries in the FANcY’s input.

5.3

Overhead analysis

We now show that FANcY’s overhead is very limited on ISP-scale
links. In FANcY, we have two overhead components: control packets
(including counters) and packet tags added by FANcY switches.
We first consider the overhead of control packets. For dedicated
counters, FANcY sends five minimum-size packets (e.g., 64 B Ethernet frames) for each link and each counting session. With 500
dedicated counters exchanged every 50 ms on a 10 ms delay link,
FANcY uses ≈0.014% of a 100 Gbps link’s capacity. For hash-based
trees, FANcY also exchanges five control packets, including the
hash-tree counter that carries 5320 B in the pipelined version of
the zooming algorithm. The resulting traffic overhead is ≈0.00017%
on 100 Gbps links for a zooming speed of 200 ms.
To tag packets, FANcY needs 2 bytes to specify the counter ID
on each packet matched by a dedicated counter. The same amount
of bytes are added to packets counted in the hash-based tree, where
one byte encodes the hash path of the tree’s node, and the other
byte identifies the counter within the node. The tagging overhead
is therefore 0.13% on a 1,500 B packet. Note that tags can also be
encoded in unused header fields, which would lead to zero overhead.

Comparison to baselines. We compare FANcY’s results with the
simpler designs outlined in §2.4: a single counter per link, and one
dedicated counter for each prefix.
Both designs achieve a slightly higher accuracy than FANcY:
their TPR for prefixes is ≈97-99.6% for a loss rate ≥10%, ≈84% for a
loss rate of 1%, and ≈35% for a loss rate of 0.1%. Their accuracy is not
100% because switches may not receive traffic for the failed entries
before our experiments terminate, and may not detect packet losses
when exchanging counters.
However, a single counter cannot localize any failure; the number
of false positives in each experiment is the total number of prefixes
minus the failed ones – i.e., ≈250K. In contrast, the solution with one
dedicated counter per entry has zero false positives, but it requires
320 MB (including support for the counting protocol) versus the 1.25
MB consumed by FANcY in total. Note that the memory required
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Resource
SRAM
Statefu ALU
VLIW Actions
TCAM
Hash bits
Ternary Xbar
Exact Xbar

Dedicated
Counters

Full
FANcY

FANcY +
Rerouting

switch.p4

4.80%
16.66%
9.4%
1.4%
5.8%
1.8%
5.1%

6.65%
27.08%
14.1%
2.1%
11.8%
3.10%
10.8%

8.1%
33.33%
15.6%
2.1%
13.1%
3.10%
12.3%

29.58%
14.58%
36.72%
32.29%
34.74%
43.18%
29.36%
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Table 4: Hardware resource usage of FANcY compared to the baseline switch.p4 on a 32-port Intel Tofino switch.
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Figure 10: Case study using our FANcY implementation on a Tofino
switch: FANcY detects gray failures even affecting only 1% of the
packets per entry, and reroutes the traffic only for the affected entries in less than one second.

We implement FANcY in ≈3200 lines of P4 code running on an Intel
Tofino switch [18] with 32 ports. Our implementation is detailed in
Appendix B.
Hardware resource usage. Table 4 summarizes the resource usage of FANcY, using switch.p4 as a baseline. Overall, FANcY uses
a modest amount of hardware resources, including only 6.65%
of SRAM (8.1% with rerouting). Stateful ALUs are the only resource that FANcY uses more than switch.p4: this is because FANcY
performs several stateful operations to support counters and the
counter exchange protocol. For more details about SALUs usage, see
Appendix B.2. Note that SRAM is the only resource that increases
when FANcY is given a higher memory budget and then uses more
dedicated counters or larger trees.

is introduced, even when the drop rate is only 1%, and the affected
traffic is monitored by the hash-based tree. As expected, the detection time is proportional to three times the zooming speed (here, 3
× 200 ms) when failures affect entries covered by the hash-based
tree. On the other hand, dedicated counters ensure a predictable detection time which only depends on the counting session duration
(here, 250 ms). Note that we have used a relatively higher counting
session duration than the one used during the evaluation (50 ms)
so that impact of the failure is noticeable in the plot.

7
6.1

50

CONCLUSIONS

Case study: fine-grained fast rerouting
We introduced FANcY, a data-plane system designed to detect intradomain gray failures in ISPs. FANcY enables switches to synchronize counters in a reliable and scalable way. Its counter-based architecture complements pre-existing failure detection approaches,
which are effective in data centers but do not scale to high traffic
volumes and link delays.
Although FANcY focuses on detecting and reporting (but not
directly fixing) failures, its interface enables future applications such
as selective fast rerouting or root cause analyses. As a feasibility
proof, we implemented a prototype of FANcY in a commercial
Tofino switch, and demonstrated how our implementation enables
sub-second fast rerouting around gray failures.
Our evaluation shows that FANcY can detect and localize gray
failures quickly and accurately in ISP settings, except those that
induce few, sporadic packet losses per entry – as expected, since
FANcY is a data-driven system. For the very same reason, we stress
that FANcY performance improves at higher traffic volumes, which
makes its design future-proof.

As a case study, we build an application on top of FANcY that
reroutes packets as soon as the corresponding counters are flagged
as mismatching by FANcY (see §4.3). Note that simply rerouting
might not be enough to fix some of the problems shown in Table 1.
However, it might be enough for inter-switch gray failures caused
by faulty links. We now detail our experiments with this application.
Setup. We use two servers, a sender and a receiver, and two Wedge
100BF-32X [18] Intel Tofino switches. The servers are equipped
with Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 2.30GHz CPUs, 256 GB of RAM, and a
Mellanox ConnectX-5 100 Gbps NIC.
We connect each server to the Tofino switch that runs FANcY.
The sender server generates TCP flows for a total of 50 Gbps of
traffic, and 50 Mbps of UDP traffic. For each port, the FANcY switch
maintains 500 dedicated counters, and implements a hash-based tree
of depth 3, split 1, and width 190. Dedicated counters are exchanged
every 200 ms, and the zooming speed for the tree is set to ≈200
ms. We run separate experiments for prefixes mapped to dedicated
counters, and for those covered by the hash-based tree.
We use the second Tofino switch as a link switch connecting two
ports of the FANcY switch. After 2 seconds from the start of each
experiment, we instruct the link switch to drop 1%, 10%, or 100%
of the packets (in different experiments). We also deploy a third
link between the FANcY switch and the link switch, to provide the
former with a backup next-hop.

Ethical issues. This work does not raise any ethical issues.
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Experimental results. Figure 10 shows the traffic throughput
as measured in our experiments. In each experiment, the FANcY
switch always detects the failure event less than one second after it
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APPENDIX
m

p = (1 − e −1/( n ) )

Appendices are supporting material that has not been peer-reviewed.

A

PROPERTIES OF HASH-BASED TREES

In this section, we provide an analysis on the impact on accuracy
and detection speed for different hash-based tree parameters. Further, we provide formulas to compute collision probability and
memory requirements for generic hash-based trees, depending on
their width, depth and split.

A.1

E(x) = p · x

A.3

(2)

Tree nodes and memory

The amount of memory required for the hash-based tree depends on
its width, split, depth, and whether it runs in pipelined mode. The
number of tree nodes we need to save in memory can be computed
as:
(1) With pipelining:
( d
k −1 if k > 1
(3)
nodes(k, d) = k −1
d
otherwise

Parameters analysis

Since hash paths identify entries affected by failures, the total number and length of hash paths influence the number of entries per
counter. Both factors directly depend on the tree’s depth and width,
as the number of hash paths is equal to w d , and their length is
bounded by d. Increasing width and depth therefore increases accuracy, by making it more likely that leaf counters map to a single
entry (see Appendix A.2 for details). Increasing depth and width,
however, comes at the cost of higher memory occupation (see A.3
for details). Additionally, higher depths increase the number of
counting sessions needed slowing down failure detection and making the failure harder to detect, thus decreasing accuracy. As such,
width and depth regulate the tradeoff between accuracy on one
side and memory and detection speed on the other. In Appendix D,
we show this effect with a simulation with real traces.
In general, the detection speed for entries mapped to the tree
depends on the performance of the zooming algorithm. As described
in Section 4.2, the algorithm explores up to k d−1 paths in d counting
sessions. Thus, the detection speed also depends on the split value
k: higher split values speed up the detection of multi-entry failures
(by a factor proportional to k), but it also requires more memory
(i.e., to store a bigger tree).
The duration of counting sessions, which we also denote as
zooming speed, affects detection speed, too: it is quite intuitive that
shorter counting sessions tend to make detection faster. However,
decreasing the zooming speed can also impact FANcY’s accuracy,
as it reduces the probability of observing packet losses during d
consecutive counting sessions. In §5, figure 8 shows that a very
small zooming speed might negatively affect detection accuracy
(more traffic is needed).

A.2

(1)

The expected number of collisions (or false positives) depends on
the number of different traffic entries (x) that cross the hash-based
tree, and it can be computed as:

(2) Without pipelining: nodes(k, d) = k d−1 .
(3) Without pipelining and split 1: nodes(1, d) = 1.
Finally, the total amount of memory needed for a hash-based tree
(without counting state machine resources) with 32-bit counters,
node width w, split k, and depth d is computed as: 2 · 32 · w ·
nodes(k, d).

B

FANCY IMPLEMENTATION IN AN INTEL
TOFINO SWITCH

We now provide more details on our FANcY implementation and
consumed resources.

B.1

Implementation

We first describe our implementation of the state machines and
then we focus on how we support for hash-based trees.
State machines. While implementing each state is relatively simple (i.e., storing a state ID and possible counters in registers), supporting state transitions is not. In particular, we did not find a way
to read a state, do relatively complex operations and then update the
state in a single step. We therefore implement each state transition
in two steps.
The first step only triggers the state transition and is based on a
match-action table, called next_state table. This table defines all the
possible state transitions. When a FANcY switch receives a packet,
it reads the current state from a register and matches the packet
against the next_state table, if a transition needs to be made, The
switch logic will (i) write in the state_lock register, in order to avoid
additional transitions while the state is being updated, (ii) store all
the information needed to update the state in the current packet’s
metadata, and (iii) force the packet to cross the pipeline again to
perform the state update.3
The second step actually performs the transition. The recirculated packet updates the stored state ID, resets the state counters (e.g., timers), and releases the state_lock. Based on prior and
next states information in its metadata, the packet also triggers a

Collision probability

Hash-based tree counters provide a scalable way of monitoring
many traffic entries for reasonable amounts of memory. However,
it comes at the price of possible collisions, which manifest as false
positives. Therefore, faulty entries monitored by the hash-based
tree can share hash path with other entries.
To know the probability of collisions in our system we can use
Bloom filters with a single hash function theory [20]. The number
of possible hash paths would be the size of our Bloom filter. We
compute the number of hash paths (m) as: m = w d . Since we only
care about collisions on cells with faulty entries, the probability of
a collision depends on the number of cells and faulty entries, as is
computed below, where n is the number of faulty entries at a given
time.

3 For technical reason, we resubmit

packets in ingress FSMs and clone packets in egress
FSMs (making sure we remove unneeded clones)
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transition-specific action: either drops the packet, performs a computation, or transforms it into a control message (ACK, STOP, etc.) to
send out. A final note concerns time-based transitions (e.g., timers).
Since time-based events are not supported by current switches, we
approximate them using traffic and packet counts. In the absence
of traffic, the internal traffic generator can be used.

implementation runs non-pipelined hash-based trees, which heavily reduced the memory consumption. For more details on memory
utilization for any type of hash-based tree see Sec A.3.
State machines. Each state machine uses three registers (at ingress
and egress): State counter (or timer), current state, and state lock,
32, 8, and 8 bits, respectively. We need one array cell in each of
those registers for each sub-state machine used by either dedicated
counters or a hash-tree. For each state machine pair, FANcY needs
(32 + 8 + 8) · 2 = 96 bits. If we want to have 512 state machines per
port in a 32-port switch, we need 96 · 512 · 32 = 192 KB.

Hash-based tree and zooming algorithm. We implement the
hash-based tree (depth 3 and split 1) by using four register arrays.
One register array, which we call node register, stores actual nodes
of all the trees kept by the switch (i.e., one per port). The other three
register arrays store metadata to support the zooming algorithm: for
each tree, the zooming stage register array keeps information on the
depth we are currently zooming in, the max0 register indicates the
counter at layer zero we are zooming in, and the max1 register stores
the same information but for the counter at layer one. The procedure
to update counters in any tree T of width w is implemented as
follows. Each incoming packet is hashed according to one hash
function per tree’s level. We then decide if the node register has to
be updated by checking whether the zooming stage register for T is
0 (i.e., we always update counters when not zooming), or comparing
the result of the packet’s H 0 with max0 (if the zooming stage register
for T is 1) and packet’s H 0, H 1 with max0 and max1 (if the zooming
stage register for T is 2). If the node register has to be updated, we
increase the counter at the address (Hi mod w + o), where i is the
value stored in the zooming stage register for T and o is the port
offset that identifies T within the node register.
In addition to increasing packet counters, we also support two
other operations. First, the downstream switch sends to the upstream all T ’s counters in the node register at the end of each counting session. Since register register arrays can be accessed only once
per packet, we recirculate packets w times to read all such counters
from the node register.
Second, the upstream switch compares local counters in T with
those reported from downstream switches. Again, since only one
register can be read for each packet, we recirculate packets w times
to compare the counters one by one. If the zooming stage register
for T is 2, we simply report (to our reroute app or externally) all the
counters with mismatching values. Otherwise, if the zooming stage
register for T is 0 or 1, we need to compute the counter in T ’s node
register with the biggest difference of values between upstream and
downstream. We do so by storing the current maximum difference
and counter index in a custom header of the packet that we recirculate. After all the counters in T ’s node register are compared, we
finally copy the counter index in the recirculated packet’s metadata
to either max0 or max1 (depending on the current value in the
zooming stage register) and increase the zooming stage register by
one modulo three.

Dedicated counters. Each entry covered by dedicated counters
requires one pair of 32-bit registers to count packets in each direction, 32 · 2 = 64 bits per entry per switch. Our implementation
of FANcY includes 512 dedicated counters per port. The memory
consumption of those counters in a 32-port switch is therefore
64 · 512 · 32 = 128 KB.
Hash-based tree and zooming algorithm. Supporting any hashbased tree requires five registers in total. First, we need the two
32-bit registers where we will store tree’s nodes. Then, at the egress
pipe, we have three registers used by the zooming algorithm; zooming stage, max0 and max1, 8, 16, and 16 bits, respectively. Since
we implement a hash-tree zooming algorithm without split and
pipelining, we can reuse the same memory cells for each tree layer,
considerably reducing the memory needed. The hash-based trees
in our implementation have width w = 190. Each of them therefore needs 32 · 2 · 190 = 12160 bits per port for the counters, and
8 + 16 + 16 = 40 bits to keep zooming state. In total, for a 32-port
switch we need (12160 + 40) · 32 = 47.6 KB.
Rerouting. Supporting the rerouting logic also needs some switch
memory. We use 3 registers (all at the ingress) for that, one for
dedicated counter entries and one for failures detected with the
hash-based tree. For dedicated counter entries, we use a 1-bit wide
array, thus we need 1 bit per entry and port. For 512 entries and
32 ports, we need 2 KB. For failures detected via the hash-based
tree, we additionally need to use a Bloom filter implemented as two
1-bit registers of 100K cells. The memory used for the rerouting is
26.4 KB.
Total memory. For a 32 port switch, with 512 dedicated counter
entries, one hash-based tree of width 190 per port and depth 3 is
367.6 KB (394 KB with rerouting).

C

Table 5 lists the real-world traces in our evaluation, detailing some
of their characteristics.

D
B.2

CAIDA TRACES USED IN FANCY
EVALUATION

Hardware memory consumption

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF FANCY’S
PARAMETERS

In this section, we perform experiments to show the impact of
changing the values of tree’s parameters. For that, we compare a
set of system designs using Internet traces.

FANcY scales and fits very well in current hardware switches. Rhis
section details the resources needed for each component in a 32port Tofino switch. Note that the software and hardware implementations use the same data structures, however the hardware

Methodology. We compare different FANcY hash-based tree configurations by running it using the trace with most prefixes (≈ 560K,
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Trace ID

Link

Date

Bit Rate

Packet rate

Flow rate

Trace Size

Duration

1

caida-equinix-chicago.dirB

19-06-2014

6.25 Gbps

759.1 Kpps

28.3 Kfps

163 GB

3719 s

2

caida-equinix-nyc.dirA

19-04-2018

3.86 Gbps

557 Kpps

26.4 Kfps

125 GB

3719 s

3

caida-equinix-nyc.dirB

16-08-2018

5.79 Gbps

2.03 Mpps

104.5 Kfps

465 GB

3719 s

4

caida-equinix-nyc.dirB

17-01-2019

4.72 Gbps

1.56 Mpps

90.7 Kfps

345 GB

3720 s

1.1 TB

4.1 h

Total
Table 5: List of CAIDA traces [21] that we use to evaluate FANcY.
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(a) Speed vs TPR & Bytes vs FP for 10 failures
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(b) Speed vs TPR & Bytes vs FP for 50 failures

Figure 11: Left: comparison of eight different hash-based tree performances when 10 failures happen at the same time. Right: same with a
burst of 50 failures. Hash-based trees can detect the vast majority of affected prefixes (specially the ones carrying most of the traffic) at scale.
Memory usage can be considerably reduced at the price of detection speed and false positives. The size of the failure burst has a negative
impact on all the metrics. Trees with a bigger split perform better in such cases.

ID 4 C) such that we can see how does that impact the number
of false positives. During the simulation, we fail (100% loss) either
10 or 50 prefixes at the same time. This process is averaged over
10 runs with different randomly selected prefixes. Note that we
only fail prefixes that can be detected at the zooming speed and
depth used by the system under test(≈ 120k prefixes). To make
the comparison insightful, we selected designs with different memory sizes (from 125 KB to 1 MB). We use the pipelined version of
FANcY, thus, we need to reserve memory space for all nodes in the
tree. Systems are defined as follows: depth/split/width(Memory),
as you can see in Figure 11 legend. For this experiment, we do not
use dedicated counter entries, thus we allocate 100% of the memory
to the hash-based tree.

see, that although it has an impact, increasing the depth does not
drastically decrease the TPR.
Memory can be traded by speed without sacrificing too much
TPR. We can find relatively cheap designs like 4/2/44, which have
a decent good TPR, and small FP being one of the cheapest designs.
However, it has some of the worst median detection times.

Split increases TPR and reduces detection speed. Designs with
big split have the best true positive rates and lowest median detection speeds for failures affecting many entries. Figure 11b, left side,
shows that the fastest and more accurate designs have a split of 3.
The gray design, with a split of 1, has the worst detection speed
and TPR.
Depth increases detection time with a slight decrese in TPR.
Designs with a depth of 4 have the biggest detection times, which
is expected since they require more zooming stages. We can also
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